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ABSTRACT

Nowadays CAD plays an important role in designing Integrated Circuits. A CAD-tool
developed in the section ICS (Information and Communication Systems) is IDaSS
(Interactive Design and Simulation System). With this system a digital design can be made
and simulated. To implement the design, which results in a chip, the design has to be
'mapped' to a chip lay-out. There are commercial converters on the market and they use as
input VHDL (Very High Speed IC Hardware Description Language), this is a language
which describes the chip (hardware). Within IDaSS a design can be saved to a so called DES
file (design-file), this file has to converted to VHDL before it can be used for the silicon
compilation (generating chip-layout).

At the moment I started with this project not all the desired functionality was present. I was
the fourth person and the adaptations to the program went on. The converter is written in C
and contains several functional modules.

The missing functionality's were:

• Correct making of datapaths from and to Finite State Machines (FSM)
• Make it possible to control a system with more than one controller (FSM or control

connector)
• Adding semaphore to the behaviour of a register
• Supporting multiple schematics
• Correct conversion of the IDaSS-blocks: FIFO, LIFO, ROM, RAM and CAM
• Supporting signals
• Optimizing parameter nets

The last three points are still not supported but the other functionality's are supported now.

The program becomes larger and larger and it is getting more important to keep it structured
and well documented. After expanding the functionality it is very important to test the
changes of the converter because the time to get out the bugs is very time consuming,
especially when the bug is present in the code written by others.
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1. Introduction.

To design a digital IC, CAD plays a very important role nowadays. Using CAD has the
advantage that the designer does not have to know all the implementation details, which
results in a shorter design time. Designing is then a process of defining the 'blocks' and
describing it's behaviour or it's structure. The CAD-tools are still in development and the
given functionality is not always satisfying, that was the reason for Ad Verschueren, working
at the section ICS, to develop his own tool, named IDaSS (Interactive Design and Simulation
System). With this tool a design can be written to a file, also named a des-file, which is a sort
of a HDL (Hardware Description Language).

A disadvantage of IDaSS is that it is a stand alone tool. The design made in IDaSS is written
to a des-file and it is simulated for testing its functionality but the implementation ofthe
design in hardware is not possible (yet). For implementation in hardware, chip layouts have
to be created. There exists tools to compile HDL to chip layouts but these tools have as input
VHDL (Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language). To complete
the designing, simulating and implementation path a converter is needed to translate the HDL
created by IDaSS (the des-file) to VHDL.

This converter already exists and on this project 3 persons before me have worked on it. I
added some new functionality's to the converter in the past 7 months. The changes and
additions are treated in this report. Because already 3 persons have worked on the converter
and have described VHDL and IDaSS, little information is provided about IDaSS and VHDL
in this report. When more information is desirable I refer to the reports of W.M. Kruijtzer,
J.F. Pont and M. Dassen.

The main part of this report will treat the implementation for making the right connections
between FSM's and the controlled systems and the implementation of the coding of
commands when a system is controlled by multiple FSM's.
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2. Programming environment

The most important source codes for the des2vhdl converter resides in the directory
d:\vhdl\des2vhdl. The converter is written in C and the compiler is the Zortech compiler. The
compiler resides in the directory d:\ztc and in the subdirectories of it.

Sourcecodes in the directories:
• d:\vhdl\des2vhdl source codes for d2v.exe
• d:\vhdl\utils\bitstrng source codes for the library bsn.lib
• d:\vhdl\utils\error source codes for the library error.lib
• d:\vhdl\utils source codes for the library mem.lib
• d:\vhdl\lib directory wherein the .lib files reside

Include files ( .h files ):
• d:\vhdl\include
• d:\vhdl\des2vhdl

2.1 Makefiles

Makefiles are used for compiling and linking. For the des2vhdl converter, per group of
sourcecodes a makefile exists. The tool dmake is used as the 'make' command and dmake
uses startup.mk which resides in the directory d:\tools.

Makefiles in the directories:
• d:\vhdl
• d:\vhdl\utils
• d:\vhdl\utils\error
• d:\vhdl\utils\bitstrng
• d:\vhdl\des2vhdl

In each of the above directories a makefile is present to compile the source code in that
directory. To compile all the source codes, rebuild own library files and to link, the command
dmake (or dm) has to be given in the directory d:\vhdl. The dmake.exe resides in the
directory
d:\tools. To compile, some environment settings are used and these have to be set first. This
can be done by executing the setd2v.bat in d:\. The path is then also extended.

The dmake command can also be given in each directory where a makefile is defined. The
makefile compiles then only the changed sourcecodes and link this with the other existing
object files.

The Lex and Yacc files, idass.y and idasslex.l, are processed by the tools byacc and flex. See
also the file startup.mk in the directory d:\tools. For more information about Lex and Yacc
see [BEN 90] and [LEV 92].
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2.2 Zortech compiler

For compiling and linking, the Zortech compiler is used. The command for compiling and
linking is ztc. The switches used for compiling are defined in makefile.sys. When these
switches are changed all the object files must be removed, which can be done by delobj.bat in
d:\vhdl, and compile and link all again. The option for the memory model is now set on
dosextender which allows the converter to use all the free memory which is needed for large
designs. Because the free memory is now very large, memory leaks are probably not detected
immediately, the possibility of memory leaks always exists when working with allocation of
the free memory.

2.3 Sourcecodes

The 'main modules' (source codes) for the des2vhdl converter are located in the directory
d:\vhdl\des2vhdl. All the .c files are built up in the same way. The part of#define must stand
before the part of #include because the defines can be used in the .h files which are included.

The functions which are exported must also be named in the global.h file. In this file all the
exported functions are list up with:

extern <function declaration>;

In global.h the global variables and the global functions are listed.

The procedure mainO is located in the file des2vhdl.c. The functions called in main and their
location of definition are:

Function:

derive_buswidth( )
recalculate bidirs()
make_unique( )
make_clkres_net( )
fsm_io( )
write vhdl( )

Location of definition:

buswidth.c
bidir.c
mkuniq.c

extra.c
fsm io.c
writevhd.c

When an another module is added this module must be named in the makefile (at
C_SOURCES) in the directory where the new module resides. The functions of the new
module which are called from another module must be included in the global.h file.

The global variables are defined in globals.c, these variables are known in all the modules.
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3 lDaSS versus VHDL

In IDaSS the user can design hierarchically, a simplified structure of the design can be seen
m
fig. 4.1. The user can define 'blocks' (systems, schematics) and the behaviour of the systems
operator and FSM. For the other systems the behaviour is known, this behaviour depends on
the commands the system receive from a FSM or a control connector. See for more
information about IDaSS [VER 90], [VER 95] and the former reports about the converter.

In VHDL a design is described by defining entities with behaviour description or with
structural description. The design is here also a hierarchy of schematics. The behaviour of
schematics depends on the entities in this schematic so schematics have only structure
description. Systems do not contain subblocks, so systems need behavioural description. For
more information about VHDL see [RUS 95] and [ASH 90].

3.1 lDaSS blocks in VHDL

VHDL is like a programming language which describes the hardware of a digital IC. This is
done by defining entities and describe the architecture of these entities. Describing the
architecture can be done in two ways, describing the structure or describing the behaviour.

In the structural description also (local) busses are declared, these are declared as signals. In
VHDL it is not allowed to give the ports of the entity and the signal which it connected to,
the
same names. To make connection of the local signal of the entity with a port of the entity,
port maps must be used:

<port name> <= <signal name>;

See also example 1.4 in [ASH 90].

The systems in IDaSS becomes entities in VHDL and the architecture description ofthis
entity is the behaviour description. The behaviour of a system is described in a kind of
PASCAL alike language. The 'variables' used in the behaviour description are the values on
the inputs, outputs and internal variables or signals. With these 'variables' all kinds oftests
and assignments can be made.

See [KRU 94], [KRU 95], [PON 95], [DAS 96] for the mapping of the systems ofIDaSS to
VHDL.
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4 Making the f5m input and output

For an user ofIDaSS it's not necessary to define busses from and to controlled systems but in
VHDL it is necessary to define these busses. During the conversion of the des-file to VHDL
files the design is mapped to a datastructure, [DAS 96]. The datastructure contains as the des
file itself structure information and behaviour information. In the description of the
behaviour of a controller blockpathnames are used to specify the system/connector which is
controlled/tested. These blockpathnames have to be mapped to 'data paths' (structure
information) or signals called in VHDL (to make it easy, in the source code they are just
called busses).

The specification of the blockpathname:

<blockPathName>: :=
{ <schematicName> [ '[' <tag> ']' ] '\' }
<blockName>
['\\' <connectorName> ].

<tag> is used when the schematic is a multiple schematic.

When the blockpathname is used for testing it can end with a ? or ?? This is defined by
<blockTest>.

<blockTest>: :=
<blockPathName> I
<blockPathName>? I
<blockPathName>??

Ending with? means that the FSM need the auxiliary/alternative information of the system,
this is per systemtype different. For registers for example the auxiliary information is the
semaphore value. Ending with?? means that the FSM tests and resets the semaphore value.
?? Is only used for registers. If the blockpathname ends with ?? also a reset semaphore
command has to be given to the tested register, what is done is procedure
prependJessem_cmd(). For the implementation a list is used to keep the condition blocks
with blockpathnames which end with ??

4.1 Making FSM input

Making FSM input means making the connection between the tested system/connector and
the FSM. This is done by:

1. Making an input on the FSM.
2. Making a bus at the contents where the FSM resides and connect this with the new input
3. If lower schematic, make a bus at the contents of the lower schematic
4. Else make a output at the system if necessary and connect the bus with this output

With this connection the FSM receives information of the tested system/connector.

The argument to make a fsm input is a list of names, which are names of schematics, systems
or connectors, ending optionally with ? or ?? Making the fsm inputs is done in two steps,
these are:
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1. Replacing the names by a pointer to the schematic/system or connector.
2. Make the connection using the new blockpathname, in the program the datastructure used

to represent a blockpathname is a list.

During step 1 also the? or n, if present, is removed and is kept in an enumtype (NORM,
ALT, ALT_CMD). This information is needed to make the right connection because the
width of the busses made and the 'kind of connector' on the system depends on this. When ??
is present in the end ofthe list also a routine is called to store temporary the blockpathname.
Also a routine is called to add the command reset semaphore (ressem) in the list exec_cmds
of struct EXECSTR.

Before the connections are made first it is checked or the right connector is already present
on
the tested system. If so, it is checked or a bus exist with a connection with the found
connector, when there exists such a bus this bus is traced. With this information not the
whole path of busses have to be made but only to some contents where the bus with the right
information already exists, see fig. 4.1.

Schematlc0

FSM
Inl cl c2 In2

Schematlc2

System0~t

~ cld lOp

I L ,

I I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
L _ _ _

,.... 1 :

I I

I
I
I

I
I

- __ I

----1
Schematic I

Fig. 4.1.

The inputs inl and in2 are added to the FSM during the conversion. Also the datapath and the
superconnectors .

4.2 Making FSM output

Besides the outputs defined by the user in IDaSS, extra outputs are created during the
conversion. These outputs are used for controlling the systems/connectors. Also here
blockpathnames are used. The implementation as so far does not optimize the connections.
When two FSM's controls two systems which are occurences of the same systemdefinition
then two controlinputs on both the occurences are made, what is not necessary when the
commands given by the two FSM's are exactly the same. This means that the both
occurences
of the system has an open controlinput what is not allowed, see fig. 4.1. Therefor also an
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algorithm is written to make in each contents a local bus with the value "0..0" when
necessary
and contact this bus with the open (control)inputs ofthe systems in that contents.
5 Semaphores

Semaphores are used for communication between the controllers when they control the same
register. The VHDL model of a register uses an internal variable to hold the register value.
When a semaphore is used for a register also a variable has to be declared for the semaphore.
The semaphore is an I bit value.

The semaphore value is set to ' 1 ' at:
• all load actions except 'setto:' command

The semaphore value is set to '0' when:
• the register receives a 'test and reset semaphore command'
• the register receives a 'ressem' command

After an action of the register the semaphore variable is set or reset which depends on the
action. The assignment of the semaphore variable is written in the procedure
writereg_command in module write_su.c. The semaphore is not always used therefor a
boolean is present (boolean needsem, see structure REGISTER in types.h) which is TRUE
when a semaphore is needed.

6 Coding

6.1 Coding problem

When multiple FSM's control I system, see fig 6. 1, some logic is necessary to multiplex the
different commands from the separate FSM's. A FSM sends a command by setting a value on
the controlbus which is connected to the controlled system. It is desirable that a system can
be
controlled by multiple controlling elements like FSM's or 'control connectors'. The controlled
system has then a set of control inputs and control connectors. All the possible codes on these
inputs have to be coded to internal codes which represent all the commands the system can
execute.

FSMI FSM3

'ctrl Inputs'

S~stem"ctrl
connectors·

Fig. 6.1
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There are 3 kinds of commands a FSM or a control connector can send to a system, these are:

1. Reset command ( synchronous ).
2. Special commands: Tristate commands: enable, disable.

Others: read, noread, write, nowrite.
These commands can also be given as a parameter command. The parameter is in that

case
the name of the connector.

3 Normal commands.

These commands are independant of each other and they use different bit ranges for the
coding of the commands. For example, the command reset uses bit °and for the normal
commands the bits 1..N are used.

It is not allowed that different controllers gives different (dependable) commands at the same
time. This is checked in IDaSS during the simulation and guarantees that a system do not
receive conflicting commands. When a controller does not control the system the default
function (named here 'deffun' or 'def) is set on the controlbus.

Suppose that 3 FSM's control 1 system and that the total number of commands send to the
system is M. This means that) r log2(M)l bits are needed to code all these commands. A
FSMi
sends only Ni commands, so FSM i needs r log2(Ni)l bits for his commands. The goal is to
find a coding for the commands send by the FSM's and for the commands on the internal bus
which can be implemented with so less as possible amount of logic and that the busses are
kept so small as possible.

So the following mappings have to be find:

fi : COMMANDS(i)~ {a, 1 }Ni ; 1 < i < I (I is the number ofFSM's)
fINTERN: JOINEDCOMMANDS ~ {a, 1 }M;

Sets: COMMANDS(i), JOINEDCOMMANDS.

N+1 mappings are needed. These mappings maps the codes on the inputs to a code on the
output. The commands on the inputs are a subset of the commands on the output.

An example:

fl :({def,fl,f3})~ {O,1 }N,
f2:({def,f2}) ~ {a, 1}N,
f3:({def,f3,f4,f5}) ~ {O,1 }N,

fINTERN: ({def,fl,f3} u {def,f2} u {def,f3,f4,f5}) ~ {a, 1}N, N = 3 bits
The coding problem can be represented by a matrix. The cells with --- means that this
command is not given by that controller. The problem now is to fill the matrix with codes
which results in the minimal amount oflogic. The other requirement of the minimal
buswidths is already fulfilled because these buswidths are taken minimal (
rlog2(#commands)l ).
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Matrix:

def f1 f2 f3 f4 f5

ctrl 1 QOQ 101 --- QOl --- ---

ctrl2 QOO --- 100 --- --- ---

ctr13 000 --- --- OQl OlQ Oll

The logic for the coding can be divided in 2 groups:
1. logic to 'OR' the' 1 's per bitposition
2. logic to map the input codes to the codes on the output

To minimize the amount of logic the following points must be satisfied:
• Less as possible 1's in the (output) codes
• Keep the mapping from the input codes to the output codes 'simple' as possible. The

trivial
mapping is the identical mapping from the input code to the N bitpostions of the output.
Where N is the number of bits of the input code. This mapping costs no logic.

To implement these restrictions two algorithms are necessary, one to find a free code which
has the least number of 1 's and one to allocate the bitpostions per set of commands. These
two algorithms have to be implemented, the implementation of these algorithms is treated
later in this report.

The sequence of coding of the commands is also very important. How to choose this?

At the beginning of the coding all the codes are free and it's no problem to find a code for a
command. But the more codes are given away how harder it is to find a free code which
gIves
no conflict. This can result that further coding is not possible with the current assignments of
the codes, when using a wrong sequence. To prevent this a sorting algorithm is necessary to
determine the right sequence of the sets of commands, to be coded.

Suppose a controller gives N commands, this means that the controlbus used by this
controller is Ilog2(N)l bits wide. On t,his bus 2110g2(N) Icommands can be represented. The
number of unused codes is llog2(N) 1- N. This is an index which represents the freedom to
code these commands. This index is used to sort the sets of commands. The sets of
commands with the least freedom comes first. Sets with the same index are sorted within this
group. This is done with another index which represents the degree of overlap with the other
sets of commands. After sorting the sets of commands, per set the commands are sorted. The
commands which are given by the most controllers are coded first. Also for sorting the
commands an index is used, this one represents the number of controllers which give this
command.

6.1.1 Allocation of the bitpositions

The sets of commands can have an overlap or not. The sets with overlap are dependable of
each other with the coding. When an assignment have to be made for a code of a command
which is given by more than I controller, then the (output) code must fit with the codes for
the other controllers. So before a code is assigned to a command, a test is necessary.
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The 'kind of overlaps' determines the allocation of the bitpositions of the sets of commands.
These bitpositions are the bitpositions, which are allocated for the set, of the output bitstring.

Suppose there are 2 sets of commands, then there are 3 possibilities:
1. only the command 'deffun' in common
2. set I~ set2 or set2 ~ set I
3. at least I different command and at least 2 commands in common

Case I:

Set I = COMMANDS(O) = {def,fl,f2,f3} and set 2 = COMMANDS(l) = {def,f4,f5,f6}

For both sets, 2 bits needed for coding the commands. The output code needs 3 bits.

The bitpositions allocated for the sets are underlined in table 6. I . The bitpositions for set 1
are: 0, 1 and for set 2: 0,2. Define BITPOS(O) = {O, l}.and BITPOS(l) = {O, 2}.

def f1 f2 tJ f4 f5 f6

ctrlO 000 OQl OlQ Oil --- --- ---
ctrl 1 QOQ --- --- --- 10Q 101 ???

Table 6.1

The command 'def has the code '000', the reason for this is that, when using this code,
independant of the allocation of the bitpositions for the sets of commands, there is no need
for extra logic to map the input codes for the command 'def to the output code.

The coding of the commands in the two sets are independent and it doesn't matter which set
is selected to be coded first. In the table above first the commands of set 1 is coded and then
the commands of set 2. The order of coding for the set 1 is fl, f2 and tJ. For set 2 f4, f5 and
f6. At the command /6, finding a free and possible code is not possible. The 2 free codes,
'110' and
'111' are not usable. The code' 110' not because the' l' at the bitposition 1 can not be
uniquely coded from the code '10', this code is already used for coding the command f4. The
code' 111' is also not usable because this code results that the input code for command f6 '11 '
is, but this code is not free (already used by command f5). The free input code is '01' but
mapping this makes the output code for command f6 '001 t and this code is not free. It is
possible to introduce another mapping from the input code to the output code. Until now only
the identical mapping is used. The new mapping is:

f: {O, I}N ~ {O, 1}(N+n)

This mapping the mapping of a bitstring (code) ofN bits to a bitstring ofN+n bits. The extra
n bits is again a mapping of the input code. The mapping on the N bits of the output code is
defined by the identical mapping and the bitpositions the input code has allocated in the
output code.

Input code '01' is free, this means that the possible output code is 'Oxl'. Code '001' is not
possible, maybe there exists a possible code with 1 extra bit (in this case only 1 extra bit
available). The output code then becomes '011', but this code is also not free.
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The extra mapping in this case:

f('OI') ~ ('1',(1)) ~ 'xIx'.

('1',(1 )) means that '1' comes at the bitposition 1. ('01',(0,3)) means that, the bit 0 ofthe
input code comes at bitposition 0 ofthe outputcode and bit 1 at bitposition 3, so the
outputcode becomes then 'Oxxl'.

With this mapping the output code became '011', but this code is not usable. This means that
further coding is not possible. Trying to code with another sequence will not help because
here the coding is independent of the sequence. No matter what the sequence is, coding the
last command is then not possible.

Here, coding with the current bitpositions, it is not possible to find a coding. But when the
bitposition are taken the same in this case, it is possible to find a coding.

def f1 f2 t3 f4 f5 f6

ctrlO 000 001 OlQ 011 --- --- ---
ctrl 1 000 --- --- --- lQl 110 III
Table 6.2

Bit 2 of the output code codes in this case from which controller this command comes from.
Here, 1 code is not usable and that is the code' 100'. The reason for this is that the' 1 ' can not
be coded from '00' because this code is already used by the command 'def'. These extra
mappings costs extra logic and this has to be minimized.

Above, the both sets of commands need the same number of bits to code the commands. The
following must hold to make the coding possible:

BITPOS(O) ~ BITPOS(1) if IBITPOS(O) I< IBITPOS(1) Ielse
BITPOS(1) ~ BITPOS(O)

When this not holds it is impossible to find a coding. This is only true when there are only 2
sets and the number of unused codes for both is O. In the paragraph 6.1.2 the situation when
there are more than 2 sets which have only the command 'def' in common, is treated.

What now when the number of unused codes is not 0:

Take:
COMMANDS(O)= {def,fl,f2}
COMMANDS(l)= {def,t3,f4,f5}

def f1 f2 t3 f4 f5

ctrlO 000 010 011 --- --- ---
ctrl 1 QOQ --- --- Q01 10Q 101
Table 6.3

Here it is possible to have 1 bitposition in common instead of both, because not all codes are
used for coding the commands ofCOMMANDS(O). When the number of unused codes is not
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ofor COMMANDS(O) or COMMANDS(l),

l!og2(#unused codes(O) + #unused codes(l) + l)J (0.1)

bitpositions must be in common.

Case 2:

COMMANDS( i ) ~ COMMANDS(j ) v COMMANDS(j ) ~ COMMANDS( i )

Number of bits for COMMANDS( i) = flog2( ICOMMANDS( i) I)l
Number of bits for COMMANDS( j ) = f log2( ICOMMANDS( j ) I)l

This is also the number of bitpositions they have in the output code. When they have N
commands in common, log2(N) bitpositions are taken the same. The commands which they
have in common must be coded on these bitpositions.

Example:

COMMANDS(O) = {def,fl ,f2,f3,f4}, 3 bits
COMMANDS(l) = {def,f3,f4}, 2 bits

COMMANDS(O) (l COMMANDS(l) = {def,f3,f4} -+ take 2 bitpositions in common

Numbers of bitpositions to have in common for COMMANDS( i) and COMMANDS(j ) is:

flog2( COMMANDS( i) (l COMMANDS(j»)l (0.2)

def f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6

ctrl 0 000 011 100 001 010 --- ---

ctrl 1 000 --- --- OQl OlQ --- ---

Table 6.4

The sets have the following bitpositions in common, {0,1}.

First the commands f3 and f4 have to be coded, else the coding costs more logic than
necessary. When for example the codes '00 I' and '010' are not free any more for the coding
of the commands f3 and f4, only the code '011' can be used without an extra mapping.
Suppose command f3 gets the code 'OIl', the next possible code is then '101'. This means that
the input code '0 I' for the command f4 of COMMANDS(1) has to be mapped to 'I' on the
bitposition 2 ofthe output code. This costs extra logic which can be prevented.

When COMMANDS(I) = COMMANDS(2), the bitpositions for the both sets can be taken
the same. Also when flog2(#commands in common)l = flog2( ICOMMANDS(i) I)l.
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Case 3:

At least 1 different command and at least 2 commands in common. This case is almost the
same as case 2.

Number of commands in common = 1COMMANDS(O) n COMMANDS(l) I.
The number of the bitpositions in common becomes the Ilog2loperation of it, 2 in the
example below.

def fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6

ctrlO 000 100 101 001 010 --- ---
ctrl 1 000 --- --- OQl OlQ °ll ---

Table 6.5

Here, first the commands of COMMANDS( 1) are coded because this has the least freedom in
the coding (the least number of not unused codes). COMMANDS(O) uses only 5 codes of the
8 codes and COMMAND(l) uses all the codes. COMMANDS(O) has 'more freedom' in
coding than COMMANDS(I) so first the commands ofCOMMANDS(I) are coded.

6.1.2 Allocation of the bitpositions in other cases

Above the case is treated when there are only 2 COMMANDS to be coded. Now the case is
treated when there are more than 2 COMMANDS.

Example:
COMMANDS(O) = {def,fl ,f2,f3 }~ 2 bits
COMMANDS(1) = {def,fl ,f2,f5} ~ 2 bits
COMMANDS(2) = {def,f3,f4,f5} ~ 2 bits

(Ui: COMMANDS(i) : O:s; i < 3) = {def,fl,f2,f3,f4,f5} ~ 3 bits

The requirements of the number of the same bitpositions can be calculated by calculating per
combination of COMMANDS(i) and COMMANDSG), with i :t:- j and 0 :s; i,j < 3, the number
of the commands they have in common and take the Ilog2l operation.

i, j
0,1: COMMANDS(O) n COMMANDS(I) = CC(O,I) = {def,fl,f2} ~ 2 bitpos. in common
0,2: COMMANDS(O) n COMMANDS(2) = CC(0,2) = {def,D} ~ 1 bitpos. in common
1,2: COMMANDS(l) II COMMANDS(2) = CC(I,2) = {def,f5} ~ I bitpos. in common

The allocation of the bitpositions is now done satisfying the requirements of the number of
the bitpositions a COMMANDS must have in common with the other COMMANDS.

Initial the first COMMANDS allocates the first Ilog2( ICOMMANDS(O) I)l. In this case the
bitpositions 0 and 1. BITPOS(O) becomes with this {O, I}. For the allocation of the
bitpositions of COMMANDS( 1), the requirement is to have 2 bitpositions in common with
the bitpositions ofCOMMANDS(O), so B1TPOS(l) becomes also {O, I}. For
COMMANDS(2) the requirement is to have 1 bitposition in common with BITPOS(O) and 1
bitposition in common with B1TPOS(I). A solution for B1TPOS(2) is {O, 2}.
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Above an example is treated with COMMANDS which all have at least 2 commands in
common. Now the case is treated when the COMMANDS have only the command 'def' in
common. This situation is different from the situation when there are 2 sets of COMMANDS
which have only the command 'def' in common, this situation is already treated.

Take:
COMMANDS(O) = {def,fl,f2,D}, 2 bits
COMMANDS(l) = {def,J4,J5}, 2 bits
COMAMNDS(2) = {def,f6,t7,f8}, 2 bits

def f1 f2 D f4 f5 f6 t7 f8

ctrlO 0000 OOQl OOlQ 0011 ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

ctrl 1 OQOQ ---- ---- ---- °lOQ 0101 ---- ---- ----

ctrl2 0000 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 10Ql 1010 1011

Table 6.6

def f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 t7 f8

ctrl ° 0000 OOQl 0010 0011 ---- ---- ---- ---- ----

ctrl 1 OQOQ ---- ---- ---- °lOQ 0101 ---- ---- ----

ctrl2 0000 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 1000 1100 QllO

Table 6.7

Take BITPOS(O) = {O, I}. As treated in the previous paragraph, using the formulae, 1
bitposition can be the same for the BITPOS(O) and BITPOS(l). BITPOS(I) becomes, using
the formulae, {O, 2}. Now BITPOS(2), this may have 1 bitposition in common with
BITPOS(l) but not with BITPOS(O). BITPOS(2) should be the same as BITPOS(O) as treated
in the previous paragraph, but here the output code is 4 bits wide and this is enough to take
BITPOS(O) and BITPOS(2) disjoint. When taking BITPOS(O) and BITPOS(2) disjoint a
better coding is found, see the tables 6.6 and 6.7. The number of extra mappings is 1 instead
of3.

For disjoint COMMANDS the bitpositions have to be find which holds the formulae 0.1 for
every combination of COMMANDS( i ) and COMMANDS( j ) which have only command
'def in common. But when the number of bits is not large enough to take the BITPOS
disjoint the BITPOS have to be taken the same.

6.1.3 Extra bits necessary for codes

In some cases (input) codes can not be used directly. The direct map from the input code to
the (output) code results then in a (output) code which is not free. The problem of needing an
'extra mapping' is treated in this paragraph.

See table 6.2 for the extra mapping. In some cases the (input) code is not usable without an
extra mapping.

Extra bites) are necessary when the sequence of coding is not optimal or if the coding does
not have a solution without having extra bits. Then the coding problem has no solution of
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(input) codes which can be mapped to the (output) codes without the extra mappings. These
coding problems are analyzed here.

Take the following coding problem:

COMMANDS(O) = {def,fl,f2,D}, number unused codes = 0
COMMANDS(1) = {def,fl,f2,f4}, number unused codes = 0

def fl f2 D f4

ctrl 0 000 OQl OlQ °ll ---

ctrl 1 000 OQl 010 --- III
Table 6.8

Here for coding the command f4 an extra bit is needed. The reason for this is that on
bitpositions 0 and 1 all the possible codes are used for coding the commands in
COMMANDS(O). And BITPOS(l) = BITPOS(O) ( better bitpositions can not be found), this
bring on that an extra bit is necessary for coding the commands ofCOMMANDS(O) or
COMMANDS( 1). this depends on which COMMANDS is coded first.

Take another coding problem:

COMMANDS(O)={def,fl ,f2,D,f4,f5,f6},
COMMANDS(l)={def,f7,fS,f9},

number unused codes = 1
number unused codes = 0

def fl f2 D f4 f5 f6 f7 fS f9

ctrlO 0000 0100 0101 0110 Dill 1001 1010 ---- ---- ----

ctrl 1 0000 ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- 0001 OOlQ OOli

Table 6.9

For coding the commands f5 and 16 extra bit are necessary because the codes '001 'and '010'
are not free anymore. Because BITPOS(1) 5 BITPOS(O) all the codes used for coding the
commands 17, 18 and 19 are not available for coding the commands ofCOMMANDS(O).
For
coding the commands of COMMANDS(O) 7 codes are needed. There are 8 codes available,
but COMMANDS( 1) uses here 3 of it, so there is a shortage of 3 - (8-7) = 2 codes. The 2
(input) codes can used but only with the extra mapping (resulting in an extra bit).

By choosing another bitpositions for BITPOS( 1) it is possible to get a better solution. Below
the same example is treated but now with a better choice of BITPOS(l), here no extra bits are
needed. This is because COMMANDS(O) and COMMANDS(l) have only 1 code in common
(code '0001') and COMMANDS(O) has 1 unused code. Here the following analysis can be
made:

#same codes - #unused codes = 1 - 1 = 0

The coding is just possible without extra bits,

#same codes = 2#same bitpositions - 1 ( code for the command 'def not counted)
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If#same codes - #unused codes> 0, extra bit is necessary.
def fl f2 fJ f4 f5 f6 fl f8 f9

ctr10 0000 0010 0100 0011 0101 0110 °ill ---- ---- ----

ctrl 1 QOOQ ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- ---- QOOl 100Q 1001

Table 6.10

Using this rule for the example in table 6.8, it tum out to be not correct yet. It need a little
extension, finally the condition becomes:

#same codes - #unused codes - #same commands + 1 > 0

The value on the left side give the number of codes which need an extra bit. Also when there
are not enough bitpositions are taken in common, extra bits are needed.

To sum up:

An extra bit is necessary for coding the COMMANDS( i ) and COMMANDS( j ) if:

• #same codes - #unused codes - #same commands + 1> 0

With:
#same codes = 21 BITPOS(i) 11 BITPOSU) I - 1
#unused codes = i log2( ICOMMANDS(i) I)1_1 COMMANDS(i) I+ llog2( I
COMMANDS(j) I ) I_

ICOMMANDS(j) I
#same commands = ICOMMANDS(i) 11 COMMANDS(j) I

If extra bits are needed these will be used for coding COMMANDS( i ) or COMMANDS( j )
but not for both. This depends on the sequence of coding. If for both commands extra bites)
are needed the allocation of the bitpositions is not correct.

6.1.4 Bitpositions and not solvable coding

When the bitpositions are not well choosen, it is possible that the coding is not possible. This
can he illustrated as follows:

Example:

COMMANDS(O) = {def,fl,f2,fJ} ~ 2 bits
COMMANDS(l) = {def,D,f4,f5} ~ 2 bits
COMMANDS(2) = {def,fJ,f5,fl} ~ 2 bits
COMMANDS(3) = {def,fl,fJ,f5} ~ 2 bits

CecO,l) = {def,f3} ~ 1 bitpos in common for COMMANDS(O) and COMMANDS(l)
CecO,2) = {def,f3} ~ 1 bitpos in common
CecO,3) = {def,fl,fJ} ~ 2 bitpos in common

Cec1,2) = {def,fJ,f5} ~ 2 bitpos in common
CC(l,3) = {def,f3,f5} ~ 2 bitpos in common
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CC(2,3) = {def,f3,f5} ~ 2 bitpos in common
Take BITPOS(O) = {O, I} . From the requirements above, BITPOS(l) and BITPOS(2)
becomes {a, 2}. But for BITPOS(3) there is a contradiction because it is required for
BITPOS(3) to have 2 bitpositions in common with BITPOS(l) but also with BITPOS(O). The
decision has to be made or BITPOS(3) becomes the same as BITPOS(O) or BITPOS(l). Take
now BITPOS(3) =BITPOS(l).

The coding is then:

def f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6

ctrl 0 000 III 1 010 L OQl U --- --- ---

ctrl 1 QOQ --- --- QOl 101 4 10Q3 ---

ctrl2 QOQ --- --- QOl --- 10Q ??? ')

ctrl3 QOQ III --- QOl --- 10Q ---

Table 6.11

The 0 ,1 ,.. give the sequence of the coding.

Command f6 can not be coded because the code' Ill' is already used and there are no extra
bits which can be used. Further coding is not possible, this problem can be prevented by
choosing better bitpositions. In this problem BITPOS(3) must be the same as BITPOS(O), in
that case, coding is possible. It is possible to predict with a given set ofBITPOS whether it is
possible to find a coding or not:

Given a coding problem with COMMANDS( i ), 0 s i < N.

Coding is not possible if:
• There are 2 COMMANDS, name them COMMANDS( i ) and COMMANDS( j ), which

have only the command 'def in common and the number of unused codes for both of them
is 0 and one of the BITPOS is not a subset of the other and the BITPOS are not disjoint.

This follows immediately from the treatment of the allocation of the bitpositions of
COMMANDS which have only the command 'def' in common. A more general condition,
which indicates a coding is possible or not, is:

• There is/are extra bit(s) necessary for the coding of the commands in COMMANDS( i)
and these extra bits are allocated to bitpositions which are the bitpositions of
COMMANDS( j ) and COMMANDS( j ) has no unused code. And the output code, from
the input code which needs the extra bit(s), has only I's at the bitpositions of
COMMANDS(j) (BITPOS(j».

Or if:

• From the COMMANDS which have the same BITPOS, there are N COMMANDS which
need an extra bit. But there are less than N possible combinations of the allocation of the
extra bits.

With:

#possible combinations of the allocation = 2#bits outputcode - IBITPOS I- 1
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In the example above, coding is not possible. With the conditions treated above this can be
distracted as follows. For the coding of the commands in COMMANDS(1),
COMMANDS(2) and COMMANDS(1), COMMANDS(3), extra bit is necessary. This means
that N = 2. The number of possible combinations for the bitposition of the extra bit is 1 ( only
1 bitposition
available for the extra bit, so 21-1 ) and N = 2 > 1, which means that the coding is not
possible.

If BITPOS(3) was taken the same as BITPOS(O), the coding was possible. This can be
distracted as follows:

BITPOS(O) = BITPOS(3) and BITPOS(1) = BITPOS(2).

#possible combinations of the allocation of the extra bits = 21 - 1 = 1,
for BITPOS(O) and BITPOS(3).

N becomes:
BITPOS(O), BITPOS(1) ~ no extra bit necessary
BITPOS(O), BITPOS(2) ~ no extra bit necessary
BITPOS(O), BITPOS(3)~ extra bit necessary

BITPOS(3), BITPOS(I)~ no extra bit necessary
BITPOS(3), BITPOS(2)~ no extra bit necessary

So N = 1. N ~ 1, coding is maybe possible, this depends on the other group ofBITPOS.

#possible combinations of the allocation ofthe extra bits = 21 - 1 = 1,
for BITPOS( I) and BITPOS(2).

N becomes:
BITPOS(1), BITPOS(2)~ extra bit necessary

Other combinations are known and N becomes 1. Also here N ~ 1 holds and the coding is
possible.

6.1.5 Sorting the sets COMMANDS and the commands

When the bitpositions are known for the COMMANDS, the assignments of the codes can be
done. As observed preliminary, the sequence of coding is very important. With a 'suboptimal
sequence' the found coding needs more logic than necessary.

After the sorting it is known in which order the COMMANDS are coded and in which order
the commands are coded per COMMANDS.

For the sorting of the COMMANDS the number of unused codes plays a role. The number of
unused codes for COMMANDS( i ) is:

2 rlog2( ICOMMANDS(i) I)l_1 COMMANDS(i) I
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The larger this number is, the larger the 'freedom' for coding. The degree of freedom has
influence on the possibility to get stucked during the coding. The more codes are assigned to
commands the lesser the number of codes which can be used. When the number of unused
codes is 'large' the possibility is small to get stucked because there are enough free codes.
The COMMANDS are first assorted on the number of unused codes. COMMANDS with the
same number of unused codes are assorted on another index. This index is the sum over the
commands of the number of the controllers which give this command.

After the COMMANDS are sorted, the commands per COMMANDS are assorted. The
assorting of this is done with an index, this index is the number of the COMMANDS which
has the command as an element.

The assorting rules are 'rules of thump', these rules are determined from some coding
problems which were first assorted with the hand using some rules and after adapting these
rules during coding some problems.

The assorting part has 2 purposes, first to prevent that the coding does not get stucked and
second to get an optimal coding.

6.1.6 Coding tristate commands and reset commands

Commands send to a tristate output are coded dependable of the default state of the tristate
output. If the command is enable and the default state is enable then the code for the
command is '0' else'1'. When the command is not the default state, the code for the command
is ' 1 ' else '0' .

Commands given to a tristate output can be sent by a FSM or a control connector. A FSM
uses a blockpathname by sending his command. Tristate commands can be given in 3
manners:

1. Specific to a connector as follows:
<blockpathname>\\<tristate outputname> [enable Idisable]

2. Specific to a connector as follows:
<blockpathname> [enable: Idisable:] <tristate outputname>

3. To all the tristate outputs:
<blockpathname> [enable Idisable]

Blockpathname is used for defining the path from the FSM to the controlled system.
Commands given in the manner I or 2 have the same effect but in the one case the command
is explicit sent to the connector and in the other case the command is a parameter command
with the parameter the tristate output.
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TS output

TS COrltrol

Fig. 6.2

When multiple FSM's/control connectors give a command to a tristate output, these
commands have to be combined, see fig. 6.2. In the case the commands are all sent to 1
specific tristate output the OR operation can be used for coding all the input codes. In the
case of a 'general tristate command' is given only the code is OR'ed when the command is the
negation ofthe default state.

6.2 Reset command

The reset command overrules all the other commands except when the ( synchronous) reset
command is the default command. The coding of the reset command is done by simply using
the OR operation.

7 Implementation of the coding of the normal commands

For coding the commands on the control inputs of a system a new module is written. In this
chapter the most important procedures are treated.

After the execution of the procedure fsm io(), the commands are known given by the FSM's.
The commands from the FSM's are 'precoded' in the procedure command_coding (module
fsm_io.c). In this procedure the reset commands, tristate commands and normal commands
are 'seperated', each group get his own range of bits. On every range of bits the commands of
that group are coded seperately. The reset command and the tristate commands are
independent and get for every command 1 bit for the command. The initial coding for the
normal commands is ascending. These codes are changed when the system is controlled by
multiple FSM's/control connectors.

For a system it is known which FSM's control this system. The commands can be normal,
tristate or reset commands. These 3 kinds of commands are coded differently. The coding of
the normal commands is treated here. During the conversion 'control inputs' are made, on
these inputs the commands are coded which come from the FSM's. For the coding of the
normal commands only the control inputs are relevant on which more than I normal
command is coded (the 'def' command and at least one another normal command)

The procedure for coding the normal commands:

Multiplex commands:
{ Make list of all the normal commands send to this system;

Make list of controlinputs with the commands which has more than one normal
command;
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If it is not necessary to code the commands { leave this procedure };
Sort the controlinputs and per controlinputs the normal commands;
Allocate the bitpositions on the outputcode per controlinput;
Code all commands, do this per controlinput per command of the controlinput;
Make assignments of the codes;

}

The allocation of the bitpositions for the control inputs is implemented as follows:

Allocate the bitpositions:
{ For all controlinputs in the list do

{ If this is the first controlinput to allocate the bitpositions
{ Allocate the first log2(#normal commands) bitpostions; }
Else
{ Make new mask; }

}

}

Make new mask:
{ Calculate the number of same bitpositions with the controlinputs which are known;

Find the bitpositions which hold these constraint;
If not found { Allocate the first log2(#normal commands) bitpositions }
Else { Allocate the found bitpositions to controlinput };

}

Initial the first control input in the list allocates the first Ilog2(#normal commands)l bits. For
the next control input, first the number of bitpositions in common with the first control input
is calculated. With this constraint a BITPOS is calculated. In general for the nth control input
of the list, the number of bitpositions it has to have in common with the previous n- I control
inputs is calculated. Then the BITPOS is calculated which holds these constraints. The
calculation of this BITPOS is implemented as follows:

Find the bitpositions with the constraints:
{ Find the controlinput which the maximum number of same bitpositions has to be

taken;
Try all possible combinations of the bitpositions with the number of bitpositions equal
to the found maximum number of same bitpositions within the bitpositions of the
found controlinput;
If one of the combinations holds the constraint
{ If more bitpositions necessary

{ Find the extra bitpositions which hold the constraint;
If found {Allocate these bitpositions with the former found bitpositions to the
controlinput }
Else { Find the first free necessary number of bitpositions and allocate these
with the former found bitpositions }

}
}
Else { Allocate the first Ilog2(#nonnal commands)l; }

}
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An important function is the function to calculate the bitpositions as the function of the
number of bits of the bitpositions, the number of the output code and the reference number.
The number of combinations for the bitpositions is #bitpositions over #bits output code. In
the table below all the possible bitpositions are listed for #bitpositions = 4, #bits = 6. This
results in 6 over 4 = 15 combinations.

Refnr. Bitpositions 543210

° 0,1,2,3 xxxxxx
1 0,1,2,4 ~xxx

2 0,1,3,4 xxxxxx
3 0,2,3,4 xxxxx~

4 1,2,3,4 xxxxxx
5 0,1,2,5 ~xxxxx

6 0,1,3,5 ~~xxx

7 0,2,3,5 ~xxxx~

8 1,2,3,5 ~xxxxx

9 0,1,4,5 xxxxxx
10 0,2,4,5 xxx~

11 1,2,4,5 xxxxxx
12 0,3,4,5 xxxx~

13 1,3,4,5 xxxx~x

14 2,3,4,5 xxxxxx

With the above table it is clear that the bitpositions can be calculated recursively. For the
reference numbers 0, 4, and 14 the bitpositions are formed by a successive sequence. For the
next reference number (refnr) the highest bitposition is shifted 1 position to the left and the
other #bitpositions - 1 are shifted to the right as far as possible. As function of the refnr the
highest bitposition can be calculated and the other (#bitpos - 1 ) are calculated recursively.

Suppose, #bitpositions =4 and #bits output code =6. If the highest bitposition is N then:

N over #bitpositions -1 possible combinations of the bitpositions exists.
(N = highest bitposition)

Suppose that the highest bitposition is 3, then it follows that there is only 1 combination,
what is correct, the bitpositions are 0, 1,2, and 3. The accompanying refnr is 0. If the highest
bitposition is 4, it follows that there are 4 over 3 = 4 combinations of bitpositions exist. The
highest bitpositions is a function of the refnr. The following relation can be found:

refnr> °~ highest bitposition > #bitpositions - 1
refnr> °+ #bitpositions over #bitpositions - 1~ highest bitposition > #bitposition

The other way is also true, so the following relations hold:

refm> 0
refnr > 0 + #bitpositions over #bitpositions - 1

highest bitposition > #bitpositions - 1
highest bitposition > #bitpositions
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refm> 0 + #bitpositions over (#bitpositions - 1) +
(#bitpositions + 1) over (#bitpositions - 1)~ highest bitposition > #bitpositions + 1

etc.

refnr> ( l:i: 0 ~ i < I: ni ) ~ highest bitposition > #bitpositions - 1 + I
with ni = 0 ifi = 0 else ni = (#bitpositions - 1 + i) over (#bitpositions - 1)

If:
refnr> ( l:i: 0 ~ i < I: ni ) /\ refnr ~ P:i: 0 ~ i < 1+ 1: ni )

=>
highest bitposition > #bitpositions - 1 + I /\ highest bitposition ~ #bitpositions - 1 + I +

=>
highest bitposition = #bitpositions + I

Now the highest bitposition can be calculated as follows:

i = 0;
highest_bitpos = #bitpositions - 1;
while ( refnr > ni )
{ highest_bitpos = highest_bitpos+1;

refnr = refnr - ni;
i=i+l;

}

After the while-loop the highest bitposition is known and the refnr is changed. The refnr - 1
is
now usable to calculate the highest bitposition of the subbitpositions

The mapping of the refnr to the bitpositions:

make_new_mask(#bitpositions, #bits, refnr):
{ if ( #bitposition = #bits ) { the bitpositions are: O, ... ,#bitposition - 1; }

i=O;
highest bitpos = #bitpositions - 1;
while ( refnr> ni )
{ highest_bitpos = highest_bitpos + 1;

refnr = refnr - ni;
i=i+l;

}

If ( refnr = 0 ) { the bitpositions are: highest bitpos. - #bitpositions + 1,...., highest
bitposition; }
Else
{ the bitpositions are: the positions of make new mask(#bitpositions - 1 #bits, refnr
1) and the highest bitpos;
}

}
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7.1 Sorting the controlinputs and the commands

The sorting of the COMMANDS and the sorting of the commands per COMMANDS is
treated in this paragraph. Each COMMANDS is related to a control input.

The COMMANDS are sorted using some 'rules', these are:
• Controlinputs with the least number of unused codes first.
• Control inputs with the same number of unused codes:

Control inputs with the minimum index, this index is defined as:
( ~c : c E COMMANDS(i): #other COMMANDS which contain also c )

The commands per COMMANDS are sorted using the 'rules':

• Commands which are given the most first.
• Commands which are given just as many times:

Commands are coded on the allocated bitpositions of the control input. Per command the
maximum number of bitpositions used for coding this command on the control inputs is
calculated. The command with the maximum number of bitpositions first.

These 'rules' are originated after coding some coding problems with the hand. It is possible
that some coding problems are not solved optimally with the current sorting algorithm.

7.2 Coding of the commands

When the bitpositions are known and the sorting is done, the commands can be coded. The
algorithm for coding ofthe commands is:

Code command: (command ofa controlinput i, is an element ofCOMMANDS(i) and has
the bitpositions BITPOS(i) ):
{ Succes = False;

While not succes
{ Get refnr of a code which is free and is usable;

Map this refnr to a code (on the controlinput, name this inputcode);
Map this code to the outputcode, using the bitpositions;
Check or these code gives no conflict;
If no conflict
{ Use this code and keep in mind which inputcode is used and which outputcode;

If this command is also given by an another controlinputs
{ Calculate from the outputcode the inputcode for these controlinputs and

keep also theseinputcodes in mind;
}
Succes = True;

}
Else
{ Make the current refnr temporary unusable;

Get refnr of a code which is free and usable;
}

}
If succes { Leave this procedure; }
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Free all the temporary unusable refnr's;
extra_bit= 1;
Get refnr of a code which is free and is usable;

While not succes
{ Map current refnr to the inputcode;

Calculate the upperbound for comb_nr;
For all 0 <=comb_nr < upperbound
{ Map the inputcode plus the extra bit(s) to the outputcode as function of the

comb_nr;
Check or these code gives no conflict

If no conflict
{ Use this code and keep in mind which inputcode is used and which

outputcode;
If this command is also given by an another controlinputs
{ Calculate from the outputcode the inputcode for these controlinputs and

keep also these inputcodes in mind;
}
Succes = True:

}
Else { Take the next comb_nr; }

}

If not succes
{ Make the current refnr temporary unusable;

Get refnr of a code which is free and usable;
If no free refnr
{ extra_bit = extra_bit + 1;

Free all the temporary unusable codes;
Get refnr of a code which is free and usable;
If ( extra_bit + #bitpositions of the controlinput > #bits of the outputcode )
{ #bits outputcode = #bits outputcode + 1;

extra bits= 1;
}

}
}

}
}

These procedure tries first to fit one of the free input codes. If this fails the algorithm tries it
again for all the input codes but now with an extra bit. If there are more than I possible
bitposition for the extra code all the possible bitpositions are tried per input code. If this fails
also the number of extra bits increases with I and again all the combinations are tried.

If the number of the extra bits and the number of the bitpositions is greater than the number
of
bits of the output code, the number of bits of the output code have to become larger. After
making the output larger, the number of bits becomes I and all the combinations are tried
agam.
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The codes during the coding are represented by a list. The elements of this list are the
positions of the l's in the code. Code '01101' for example is represented by a list with 3
integer elements with the values 0, 2 and 3. The positions are ascending sorted.

The mapping of the refnr to I-hot, 2-hot, etc. codes:

#bits code = 4

refnr code refnr code
0 0000 8 1001
I 0001 9 1010
2 0010 10 1100
3 0100 11 0111
4 1000 12 1011
5 0011 13 1101
6 0101 14 1110
7 0110 15 1111

The number of possible codes with N I's in the code is N over #bits code.

N = 0 ~ 4 over 0 = 1 possible code ¢:>

N = 1~ 4 over 1 = 4 possible codes ¢:>

N = 2 ~ 4 over 2 = 6 possible codes ¢:>

N == 3 ~ 4 over 3 = 4 possible codes ¢:>

N == 4 ~ 4 over 4 == 1 possible code ¢:>

ni = 0 if i = 0 else ni = #bits code over I

refnr == 0
o< refnr < 4 + 1
4 < refnr < 4 + 6 + 1
4+6 < refnr < 4+6+4+1
4+6+4 < refnr < 4+6+4+ 1 + I

( ~i : 0 ::;; I ::;; N - I : ni ) < refnr < ( ~i : 0 ::;; I ::;; N : ni ) + 1 ¢:> N == #I's in the code

Total (of course) 16 possible codes. The code containing only D's is reserved for the 'def'
command. The mapping from the refnr to the code takes place in two steps. First step is the
calculation of the number of 1 's in the code and the second step the calculation of the
positions of the I's.

The mapping:

Make the code knowing the refnr and #bits code:
{ Number_ones == 0;

i == 0;
While ( refnr > ni )
{ Number_ones = Number_ones + I;

refnr = refnr - ni;
i = i + 1;

}
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Positions of the ones become the bitpositions made by make_new_mask(#bits code,
Number ones,refnr-l);

}

When the (input)code is known it can be mapped to the outputcode, this can happen in two
ways:

1. Direct map on the bitpositions ofBITPOS(i) (no extra bites) needed).
2. Direct map on the bitpositions ofBITPOS(i) plus the extra bites) on the bitpositions which

are not in BITPOS(i).

Example 1:
#bits outputcode = 5.
BITPOS(i) = {O, 1, 3} and the inputcode = '110', both implemented as lists containg integers
which represent the bitpositions or the positions of the l' s. These integers are ascending
sorted. The outputcode becomes 01010 with the above BITPOS and inputcode. Only the ones
are mapped to the outputcode and the 21's are mapped to the positions 1 and 3. The
outputcode is then 01010 ( {I, 3} ).

When inputcode = {PO, PI, P2, .. ·, PN-l } and BITPOS(i) = {bPO, bPI,· .. , bpM-ll the
outputcode becomes:

(Pi + l)th elements of the list BITPOS(i), with 0 ~ i < N

In the case extra bites) is needed, the same mapping can be used. But there is 1 or more I's
added to the outputcode. These lIs come at the positions:

EXTRA ONES BITPOS(i) = INV BITPOS(i) = {nbpo,..., nbpL-I }
For all nbpi \it BITPOS(i), 0 ~ i < L and IINV BITPOS(i) u BITPOS(i) 1= #bits

outputcode

Take example 1 and suppose an extra bit is needed, then the possible outputcodes are:

OQllQ or lQOlQ

Which are the result ofjoining the two codes, xQx10 and Ox1xx or lxOxx. The codes Oxlxx
and 1xOxx are the results of mapping the codes Oland lOon the bitpositions of INV
BITPOS(i).

7.3 Checking the input/output code

When the outputcode of a command is generated and the command is given by another
controlinputs a check is needed or the outputcode fits on the bitpositions of the other
controlinputs. Also a check is needed or the outputcode is free.

The procedure for the check:

Check or outputcode is possible knowing outputcode, command
{ Check or outputcode is free;

If not free { outputcode not usable; leave the procedure; }
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For all controlinputs which give this command
{ Map the outputcode to inputcode;

Map the inputcode to refm;
Check or refm is not in list of used refm;
If in list { outputcode not usable; leave the procedure; }

}
Outputcode is possible;

}

Here two 'inverse mappings' are needed:
1. The mapping from outputcode to inputcode.
2. The mapping from inputcode to refm.

1. Mapping outputcode to inputcode of a controlinput i:

The bitpositions of the inputcode are known: BITPOS(i).
Outputcode = { PO, Pl,··.,PN-I }, the elements are the positions of the I 's in the code and are
sorted.

Suppose:
#bits outputcode = 5
BITPOS(i)= {O, 1,4} andoutputcode= {1,4}, '10010'
then inputcode becomes' 110' represented by the list {I, 2}

So the inputcode can be calculated as follows:

For all bitpositions of BITPOS(i) starting with the first element
{ If the bitposition is in the list of outputcode

{ This bitposition is the nth element of BITPOS(i), put this number n in the list which
represents the inputcode;

}
Take the next bitposition;

}

2. Mapping from the inputcode to refnr:

#bits inputcode = M
Inputcode = { PO, PI, .. ·, PN-I }

Because:
(~i : O:s; i:s; N-l : nD < refnr < (I:i : O:s; i :s;N-l : ni) + 1 N = the number on's in the code
nj = 0 IF i = 0 ELSE ni = #bits inputcode over i

The refnr can be calculated by calculating first ( ~i: O:s; i:s; N - 1: ni ) + 1 and then
calculating the 'bias' which depends on the positions of the l's of the inputcode.

The bias is:

refnr
o
1

code
0000
0001

bias
o
o

refnr
8
9

code
1001
1010

bias
3
4
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2 0010 1 10 1100 5
3 0100 2 11 0111 °4 1000 3 12 1011 1
5 0011 ° 13 1101 2
6 0101 1 14 111O 3
7 0110 2 15 1111 °

The bias represents how many codes for the inputcode are with the same number of I's. Take
for example inputcode = '1010', the highest position of the 1's is 3, this means that at least 3
over 2 = 3 combinations for this code are. The position of the other 1 is 1, this means finally
3
+ ( lover 1 ) codes for this inputcode, so the bias is 4.

bias = ( ~j :°:s; j < # l's in inputcode 1\ j+1th element inputcode > j: Sj )
Sj =j+1th element inputcode over (j + 1)

When inputcode = '1010', {I, 3}
j = 0, j+1th element of inputcode is 1, 1 > °---+
j = 1, j+1th element of inputcode is 3, 3 > 1 ---+

bias = 1;
bias = bias + (3 over 2) = 4;

Map inputcode to refnr, N = #1's in the inputcode
{ Calculate refnr = ( ~i :°:s; i :s; N - 1 : ni) + 1;

Calculate bias = (~j : °:s; j < # l's in inputcode 1\ j+1th element inputcode > j: Sj );
refnr = refnr + bias;

}

7.4 Coding example

COMMANDS(O) = {def, f1, f2, f3}, #unused codes = 0, index = 5
COMMANDS(I) = {def, fl, f2, f5}, #unused codes = 0, index = 5
COMMANDS(2) = {def, f3, f4, f5}, #unused codes = 0, index = 4

Sorting the COMMANDS gives: ctrl2, ctrll and ctrl 0. The BITPOS(2) = {0,1} and Cec2,1)
= {def, f5}, so BITPOS(I) has one bitposition in common with BITPOS(2) which means
BITPOS(l) becomes {O, 2}. CecO,2) = {def, f3} and CecO,I) = {def, fl, f2} so BITPOS(O)
becomes {0,2} .

def fl f2 f3 f4 f5

ctrl2 000 --- --- °ll OlQ OQl

ctrl 1 QOQ 10Q 101 --- --- Q01
ctrl0 QOQ 10Q 101 Ql1 --- ---
Table 7.1

outputcode bit °= ctrI2(0) OR ctrll (0) OR ctrlO(O)
outputcode bit 1 = ctrl2(1) OR (ctrlO(O) AND NOT ctrlO(l»
outputcode bit 2 = ctrll (1) OR ctrlO(l)
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7.5 Making the expressions

After the coding, the expressions have to be made, see coding example. This is done per
bitposition of the outputcode, all the ones in the codes have to be OR'ed. When the
bitposition is an element of BITPOS(i) of control input i then the operand becomes in VHDL:
<controlinput name> ( < bitposition inputcode > ). If it's not then an expression is needed to
map the inputcode to ' I', in the example above this is needed for bit 1 of the outputcode.
Command f3 has a '1' at bitposition 1 but for controlinput 0 this is not an element of
BITPOS(O) = {O, 2}, so the inputcode '01' has to be mapped to' l' what is done by the
expression: ctrlO(O) AND NOT ctrlO(I).

The algorithm for making the assignments becomes:

make assignments:
{ For all bitpositions of the outputcode:

{ Make the assignment name;
For all controlinputs: { Make a subexpression; }
OR the new subexpression with the expression;

}
}

The subexpression can be one of the two forms:
I. <controlinputname> ( <bitposition inputcode> ), (just a single operand)
2. A(n) AND [NOT] A(m) AND[NOT] ....

With A as a <controlinputname> and n,m as <bitposition inputcode>

Case 1 for the control input i, when the bitposition of the outputcode for which the expression
is made is an element of BITPOS(i), else case 2.

In case 2 all the (output)codes for the commands are tested or they have a '1 ' on a position
which is not an element of BITPOS(i). If such a code is found a expression is made to realize
the mapping from the inputcode to ' I ' .

For example command f4 is has the code OllQl1, the elements ofBITPOS(i) are underlined,
the I's on the bitpositions 1 and 4 can be expressed by the expression:

ctrU(O) AND NOT ctrU( I) AND ctrU(2), ( inputcode = '101' )

For making the expression of bit 1 of the outputcode the expression above is made. If for the
same controlinput an another code exist with also a '1' on the bitposition an another
subexpression is made like the expression above and these expression are OR'ed.

7.6 Multiple controlconnectors

A system can also be controlled by control connectors. The value on the bus where the
controlconnector is connected to, represents the action the system has to do. The external
coding is already defined by the user and the internal coding is done by the converter. Per
controlconnector an internal signal is declared which represents the commands on the
controlconnector, see fig. 7.1. The coding algorithm sees this internal signal as a
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controlinput. The mapping from the value on the controlconnector to a code on a internal
signal is done with a process.

ctrl internal ctrl bus
inputs

Fig. 7.1
7.7 Mapping the coding in VHDL

After the coding, the assignments for the internal control bus are known. The logic for this
coding is represented by a process in VHDL, see the example below. The inputs are the
controlinputs (used by FSM's) and when controlconnector is present the internal signal of it.

Take the coding problem of the table 7.1, the VHDL process is then:

PROCESS(ctrl2, ctrl1, ctrlO)
BEGIN

ctrl nrmcmd int(O) <= ctr12(O) OR ctrll(O) OR ctrlO(O);

ctrl nrmcmd int(l) <= ctrI2(l) OR ctrlO(O) AND NOT ctrlO(l»;

ctrl_nrmcmd_int(2) <= ctrl1(l) OR ctrlO(l);
END PROCESS;

7.8 Testing the coding

With the current implemation it is possible to run the program to test only the coding. This
'mode' can be defined in global.h, just define _TESTCODE and rename code.c to des2vhdl.c
( and keep des2vhdl.c under another name ), removing coding.obj and des2vhdl.obj and
'make' it again. The inputfile must be of the form:

{
input <integer>
def
{<command name>}

}

For example:

input 1
def
f1
f2
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f3

input 2
def
fl
f2
f5

input 3
def
tJ
f4
f5

After running d2v <input file> the files 'codeout' and 'codeexpr' are created. In the file
'codeout' the input, output codes are listed and in the file 'codeexpr' the expressions for the
output code.

8 Present functionality of the converter

The present converter makes the connection between the FSM's and the controlled systems
correct and this needs no further expansion. The converter generates good VHDL code when
a system is controlled by more than 1 FSM. The reset command is not coded and not written
in VHDL yet. The part of coding (synchronous) reset commands has to be implemented.

The blocks ROM, RAM, LIFO, FIFO and CAM are still not supported and these blocks are
not converted to VHDL by the current converter.

The converter is tested with some large designs and the converter is able to create VHDL
code. In the VHDL-code there were some errors. After deleting these errors with the hand it
was possible to simulate. The behaviour of one of the blocks is tested and the behaviour is
correct

The part what is adapted but not tested is the implementation of multiple schematics. The
most important changes in the code to implement this, are in the modules idass.y and
fsm_io.c. The module idass.y is important because here the datastructure is build to represent
multiple schematics, and fsm_io.c for making the right connection between a multiple
schematic and a FSM. The new name the multiple schematic get in VHDL must also be
changed. This expansion of the code can be done in the module mkuniq.c. Making the
datastructure (done in the module idass.y) is already implemented with a simple procedure
and the part of making connection too, but making the right name is not implemented.
Further this all has to be tested to guarantee it's correct implementation.

Another part what is not implemented is optimizing the parameter net. Parameter values are
as default 64 bit wide values, but in the most cases not all the 64 bits are used what means
that a parameter bus can be declared smaller in VHDL which results after the silicon
compilation in a smaller bus. And smaller busses means smaller chip-area, what is desired.

Signals are also not implemented yet.
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9 Conclusions & recommendations

During the last 7 months the converter is adapted to support a larger subset of the des-file.
The present converter is able to convert the most of the IDaSS design files of version 0.09
but
the converter is still not able to convert all the designs made with IDaSS.

The major changes in the converter are:
• possible to control a system by multiple controllers
• possible to control a system by FSM or by control connector at the same time
• using of semaphores supported
• making the datapaths between FSM's and systems

The source code is getting larger and larger and it is getting more important to keep it
structured and well documented. The time to get familiar with the program is also getting
larger, this is important for the progression of the project and it is better to keep one or more
persons on the project for longer periods.
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